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Description of the service
Garden Village Playgroup is registered to care for a maximum of 30 children. The 
registered person is Bethan Williams-Morris. The service runs from two large rooms in the 
community centre in Garden Village Wrexham. The service is open Monday to Friday 
during school term time from 9.00am to 3.00pm. The service does not offer the Welsh 
Language Active Offer and operates through English with Welsh being spoken and 
encouraged.

Summary of our findings
1. Overall assessment
All children are happy and busy and settle well. Children are listened to and are confident 
learners. Practitioners are good role models and they care for children well.  Practitioners 
provide interesting and innovative learning experiences and give children good 
opportunities to develop their independence. The environment is safe and secure and well 
equipped with plenty of toys and equipment both indoors and out to effectively develop a 
range of skills. Leaders are clear about their roles and responsibilities and this ensures a 
good level of care for children by a committed team of practitioners. There are successful 
working partnerships with parents.

2. Improvements
New toys and equipment have been purchased to give the children greater variety of 
experiences such as a water trough and tank. Outdoor areas have been developed with a 
sunken trampoline.  New accident books now record full information and space for parents 
to sign the record. Fire drills are now carried out more regularly and this is reflected in the 
amended policy. DBS checks for practitioners are recorded on a matrix and a sheet is 
provided to record whether or not they are on the update system and give permission for 
their status to be checked. The statement of purpose has been updated to reflect the 
service offers full day care. All practitioners are booked onto first aid training whose 
certificate does not include a paediatric element. A drinks station has been set up with 
individually named water bottles so children can help themselves when they are thirsty and 
this also meets the new government nutritional guidelines. Practitioners sign in and out of 
the service so it is clear the time they have spent with the children. Religion and 
immunisation details have been added to the child record forms and all parental 
permissions are located on a separate sheet. Children’s allergies information is located in 
the kitchen on the inside of a lockable cupboard. This means it is inaccessible to visitors but 
ensures it is readily available when food is prepared for the children. Medication forms have 
been updated to include all the information required. The format and process of the quality 
of care review is being updated with training to be accessed later in the year. Practitioner 
files have all been updated and are now complete. 

3. Requirements and recommendations 
 None outstanding



1. Well-being 

Summary 

Children are listen to. They are happy, busy and well settled in the service. They have good 
communication skills and have good opportunities to develop their skills indoors and 
outside. They are enthusiastic learners and are becoming increasingly independent. 
Children interact well with each other, they share and take turns with equipment.

Our findings

Children were confident to speak up because they have choices and are listened to and 
their views respected. We saw they participated with confidence and expressed their 
opinions and made choices as they had a variety of toys to play with. We saw children 
choosing what to do, such as playing in the house or on the trampoline.  They were 
confident to ask for help and moved easily from one activity to another. Children chatted 
easily telling us about the choices they had made and what they were doing.

Children had settled well, they were relaxed and at ease. They felt safe and valued and 
clearly showed affection for those caring for them, for example we saw a child who was 
unwell and they looked for comfort and cuddles from a particular practitioner with whom 
they had formed a bond. 

We observed children played together well and enjoyed helping their friends. They enjoyed 
circle time together for a story, listened well to practitioners, asked appropriate questions 
and took turns to let their friends speak. Children were busy with their chosen activities 
such as washing toy cars. Children interacted well and a few children asked practitioners to 
join in or for help with sharing. They were learning to co-operate when tidying away or 
putting on their wellingtons. 

Children were interested in activities and they made decisions about their play. Children 
were active and we saw them enjoy playing with the toys and equipment available to them. 
Children were observed to be happy as they played alongside their friends in the garden. 
We saw plenty of the children’s own craft work and creative ideas displayed giving them a 
sense of pride and belonging.

Children had a good variety of opportunities and experiences, which enabled them to learn 
various skills, and begin to become independent. Children helped themselves to the 
resources stored at their level and were observed to enjoy a range of activities which 
promoted their concentration. Our observations showed how well children’s self-help skills 
were being developed in a warm, relaxed atmosphere, for example they were confident in 
accessing the toilets independently and washing and drying their hands. They put their own 
coats and boots only asking for help when they had already tried themselves.  



2. Care and Development 

Summary

Practitioners keep children safe and promote their good health with nutritious snacks and 
outdoor play each day. Practitioners are good role models and manage behaviour well. 
Practitioners are enthusiastic, and suitably qualified and experienced. Activities and 
learning experiences are well planned so children progress and develop well.

Our findings

Practitioners were trained, had attended courses and followed policies to keep children safe 
and promote their good health. For example practitioners ensured children washed their 
hands after they had been to the bathroom. Fruit and milk or water at snack time evidenced 
practitioners have an understanding of a healthy diet and followed new government 
nutrition guidelines.  We were informed after the inspection a new water station had been 
set up with individually named bottles so children can help themselves when they are 
thirsty. Practitioners offer outdoor play every day to ensure children are physically active 
and have fresh air.  Fire drills were carried out and recorded however these were too 
infrequent. Accidents and minor injuries to the children were noted and signed by both 
practitioners and parents however these did not contain all the information needed. 
Medication forms also required more detail.

Practitioners were good role models and they managed interactions well and reminded 
children of simple rules. Practitioners used intervention sensitively to enable children to 
continue to play together. For example, a practitioner encouraged two children to take turns 
filling buckets to wash their cars. Practitioners sit alongside the children whilst they play, 
offering guidance and encouragement and a choice for children between self-directed play 
or adult led activities.  

Practitioners had set out the main room into effective areas of learning which followed the 
foundation phase.  Practitioners plan activities and then record the progress and 
development of the children. We saw practitioners throughout the session promote 
children’s play, learning and development and meet their individual needs.



3. Environment 

Summary

Leaders ensure the environment is clean, safe for children with risk assessments carried 
out. Resources indoors and out are appropriate and of good quality. Suitable furniture 
enables children to sit together and is used effectively for activities. Equipment is easily 
accessed so play can be developed independently.

Our findings

Leaders ensured the environment is safe and suitable for the children and we saw the main 
door was locked when we arrived so the premises were secure from unauthorised access. 
Leaders ensured there were good systems in place for regular maintenance and hazards 
are quickly identified and made safe. The environment was clean and all areas of the 
service were in good order. Visitors to the service were recorded. Leaders ensured staff 
understood their roles and responsibilities and they supervised children well during 
activities both inside and outside. 

Leaders made sure both indoor and outdoor play areas were effective learning 
environments. The space was used well and as a result children were cared for in a 
comfortable environment. The layout of activities encouraged the learning to flow and 
enable children to move easily from one area of play to another. Resources were 
accessible meaning children could enjoy choosing their own toys and equipment such as 
the trampoline.  Age appropriate furniture meant children were able to sit happily together to 
enjoy their lunch making this a social occasion or work with table top activities such as 
planting seeds. 

Leaders ensured resources and equipment were of good quality and the toys and 
equipment seen were suitable for the children’s ages and in good repair. We saw natural 
wooden resources as well as man-made such as pipes for water play. There was a good 
selection of toys and resources including a garden area which was ready for the children to 
plant fruit and vegetables which they would enjoy as part of their snack.



4. Leadership and Management

Summary

Leaders have created a positive ethos and established a team of practitioners, whose roles 
and responsibilities are clear to deliver quality care to the children. Leaders manage 
practitioners appropriately. There are strong partnerships with parents and a good 
relationship with the local school to which children will transfer. Policies and procedures 
were being updated to reflect the running of the service and positive changes have been 
made to the service to improve children’s experiences and the running of the service.

Our findings

Leaders manage the service appropriately. We found practitioner files were not all complete 
as their content was being updated. We received written confirmation these were now re 
assembled and also contained extra information including a matrix. The service’s statement 
of purpose was incorrect as it referred to the service offering sessional care when in fact the 
service is operational for a full day. We received written confirmation this had been 
amended. Policies and procedures were also in the process of being updated to fully reflect 
the running of the service. Leaders ensured practitioners were well deployed, 
understanding their roles and responsibilities well. They positioned themselves to supervise 
the children effectively. The session ran smoothly and their roles promoting learning and 
fostering independence were clearly carried out. Registers were kept however the actual 
times practitioners were caring for the children were not accurately recorded.

We spoke to the person in charge who told us about the changes the service had made to 
improve the experiences for the children. This included re-organising the areas of play and 
new resources introduced outdoors to include a sunken trampoline and clearing the pond 
for new tadpoles. New layout inside had a positive impact on the provision enabling children 
to help themselves more easily to most of the resources to develop their play. Although a 
quality of care review had been completed, through discussion it was apparent leaders 
were not happy with the existing format and had plans to change it. Leaders were aware of 
what changes were needed in order to develop the provision. Recommendations made had 
been speedily implemented and confirmed in writing. 

Leaders ensured experienced practitioners had opportunities to develop their skills and we 
saw children received plenty of individual care from a committed team of practitioners. 
Leaders held meetings with practitioners in order to discuss any issues in relation to the 
service and to share ideas and good practice resulting in all practitioners working well as a 
team. Training was identified through appraisal and we observed practitioners who 
evidently enjoyed working in the service and they knew who to go to if they needed 
guidance. We saw they were effectively deployed and practitioner DBS checks were current 



with a new process in place to identify and obtain permissions for those on the update 
system.

Leaders have developed effective partnerships which benefit the children. They maintain 
regular communication with parents in order to meet children’s needs and to keep them 
informed of their child’s development. Leaders worked with parents to identify children’s 
needs and preferences before they started in the service. Religion and immunisation details 
as well as permission for emergency medical treatment should be added to the child record 
forms. When additional needs were identified, leaders told us they had worked with parents 
and taken additional advice and support in order to provide the care each child needed. We 
heard parents given verbal feedback on their child’s time at the service when they were 
collected. There was plenty of informal chatting and parents had lots of time to talk about 
their children and their wider family. Good relationships with the local school made an 
easier transition for the children when they moved on from the service. 

 



5. Improvements required and recommended following this inspection

5.1 Areas of non compliance from previous inspections
None

5.2 Recommendations for improvement
None outstanding



6. How we undertook this inspection 

This was an unannounced inspection undertaken as part of our planned schedule of 
inspections. One inspector visited the service on 21 March 2019 from 11.00am to 2.30pm. 

We:
 Inspected a sample of documentation and records;
 observed practices by practitioners using our observational framework;
    viewed the areas used by the children indoors and outside;
    Observed parents collecting their children; 
 spoke to the children and all the practitioners; and
 reported our findings to the person in charge.

Further information about what we do can be found on our website: 
www.careinspectorate.wales

http://www.careinspectorate.wales/


7. About the service

Type of care provided Children’s Day Care
Full Day Care

Registered Person Bethan Williams-Morris

Registered maximum number of 
places

30

Age range of children 2 to 4 years

Opening hours 9am to 3pm daily during school term time

Operating Language of the service English

Date of previous Care Inspectorate 
Wales inspection

11 March 2016

Dates of this inspection visit(s) 21 March 2019

Is this a Flying Start service? No

Is early years education for three 
and four year olds provided at the 
service?

Yes

Does this service provide the Welsh 
Language active offer?

No

Additional Information:
The service is in the process of re registration to become a CIO (Charitable Incorporated 
Organisation). This service will close and the new service will be due an inspection within 6 
months therefore no ratings are published for this inspection.

Date Published : Tuesday 21 May 2019




